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Overview

Large business entities, across
the globe, continuously look for wellstructured new age products to maximize
return on their investments. To ensure this,
they constantly lookout for global wealth
managers and tax advisors in FIs to manage their funds
and investment returns.
This puts Financial Institutions in a position where they need to
ensure seamless on-boarding of customers globally and simultaneously
cater to regulatory and compliance challenges. These challenges further
intensify as governments struggle with money laundering, corruption, terrorism,
ﬁnancing and tax evasion.

Challenges
To FIs and boutique investment
companies, these large entities promise
large deals. However, laws, corporate
structure, documentation and their
compliances are complicated and vary
with jurisdictions. There is a felt need
for simpliﬁed compliance to global and
cross country regulations. However, the
following challenges stand in the way

Lack of standardization of the
structure of an entity and its
supporting documentation across
countries



Need for region speciﬁc partnering
service and capturing appropriate
agreements



Lack of integration to comply with
the evolving regulatory checks of a
region and also with the changing
proﬁles of the company/entity



Complicated layered structures that
pose difﬁculty in identifying
Beneﬁcial Owners

Newgen's Client Lifecycle Management
Solution
Newgen's client lifecycle management
solution is a uniﬁed platform for the
end-to-end automation of corporate
customer lifecycle. It supports the onboarding, maintaining and retaining of
clients throughout client lifecycle. It
provides the capability to cater to
cross-geography requirements and
helps in identifying beneﬁcial owners
and other key personnel and
stakeholders in different countries.
This solution is built on Newgen's
robust BPM platform. Newgen's BPM

offers a uniﬁed platform that automates
due diligence across multiple LOBs, and
uniﬁed the front, middle and back
ofﬁce. The solution offers an omnichannel experience and ensures
customer information is stored centrally
and made available throughout the
customer lifecycle. Further, the solution
also helps in generating the operating
agreement to cater to these
compliances and helps in obligation
management. It offers the capability of
building rules driven loyalty programs
to cater to clients.
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Solution Highlights


Regulatory Compliance - The
solution ensures compliance to
important regulations as per the
geography. These include KYC, AML,
MiFid II, EMIR, FATCA etc.



Lifecycle Processes - The solution
provides capabilities for request
approval, data entry, multi-fund onboarding, compliance reviews, and
account maintenance



Comprehensive Reporting - The
solution provides comprehensive
dashboards customized for the
proﬁle of the user.



External Solution Integration - The
solution can be easily integrated for
document management, accessing
client reference data, PEP checks,
CRM, Legal and credit checks, and
with Client Data Providers



Remediation - This robust solution
allows for the monitoring of existing
client documentation, events driven
alerts, maker checker process, and
client data updated with new
regulations

Business Beneﬁts


Increased operational efﬁciency via
process centric technology
integrations with every touch point in
the customer lifecycle



Reduced customer attrition and costs
of customer acquisition



Increased customer focus with a
holistic view of customer associations
and hierarchies



Increased cross selling capabilities



Ensures timely updating and
monitoring of Compliances
throughout customer lifecycle across
geographies



Efﬁcient utilisation of data and
documents, particularly when
operating through multiple
jurisdictions
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